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Abstract: An energy conservationjconsistent evaluation of total
fission characteristics for ̂ = 4 resonances of uraniu/7?-235 has
been carried out on the basis of a combined fission path/fission
channel representation. Experimental fission characteristics
(total kinetic energy and neutron multiplicity) as function of
fragment mass number for thermal-neutron induced fission of
£7-235 were used to define the parameters of energy parti tion at
scission point. Applying a scission point model including
semi-empirical, energy-dependent shell correction energies and a
phenomenological description of the (n,yf)-process, average values
of total kinetic energy, total number of neutrons, total number of
γ-rays and total energy of γ-rays for different resonances of
uranium were calculated and compared with experimental data.

1. Introduction

Hambsch et al. /!/ measured total fission yields Y(A) as function

of fragment mass number A and total kinetic energies TKE(A /A )

for resolved neutron resonances of uranium-235. The observed

fluctuations in TKE were related to fluctuations in the yield of

fission modes (standard 1, standard 2, superlong) /I/. However,

measured fluctuations can not exactly be reproduced on the basis

of fission mode parameters deduced by Hambsch et al. /I/.

According to Furman et al. /3/, the occupation probability W.
s
 of

QΑ.

the fission path d for resonances numbered by X is related to the

relative contribution P, . of fission channels k as

W
dX ' £

 P
kX

 W
d-

 (1)

W denotes the contribution of channel k to a given fission path

d. Following this idea, the total characteristic X. of the

resonance X can be expressed by
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y = T, T* p 1*1 y fy\
X d k k\ d d

with
xd - I V A ) xd(A)- <3>

X stands for TKE, average number of neutrons i> and y-rays N* , or

average total energy of ĵ -rays E~ . The mass yield of fission mode

d, i.e. Y,(A), is represented by a Gaussian. Neglecting channel

effects in describing fission characteristics X, equation (2)

reduces to

X\ ?Wd\ Xd
d

with

Xd(A). (5)

In the present work, the fission characteristics X .(A) and X.(A)
d d

are calculated within the scission point model of Ruben at el.

/4/, but introducing the modifications outlined in Section 2.

These data are used to describe the total characteristics on the

basis of equations (2) and (4), i.e. with and without account for

channel effects on energy partition in fission, respectively.

2. Energy balance

The general energy balance in fission reads

Q(AL/AH) + Bn + E n « TKEd(AL/AH) + T X E ^ A ^ ) , (6)

where Q̂  is the energy release in fission for a given mass split

A. /A (averaged over charge distribution). B and E are theL. H n n
binding energy and the kinetic energy of the incidence neutron,

respectively. TXE. denotes the total fragment excitation energy

for given mass split, fission channel k, and fission mode d. Both

terms in the right-hand side of equation (6) can be expressed with

reference to scission point considering pre-scission kinetic

energy E as well as intrinsic excitation energy (assumed as sum

of excitation energy at saddle B, XE ,, of fission barrier and

dissipative energy E .. . ) :
O IS , C3
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(7)

> L > ^ + XE* . (8)

The fragment deformation energy E~. . d(A) is the main source of

excitation energy (due to post-scission dissipation). E . is the
c , o

effective Coulomb potential energy at scission point corrected for
nuclear interaction between both nascent fragments. XErf is

l<
expressed with account for transition state energy E, . of channel

T, a
k (with reference to g.s. energy) by

X Ed " Bn + En " Ef,d" ( 9 )

with the constraint XE. > 0. Based on informations on transition
d

states in LJ-236 fission obtained by Back et al. /5/, the values

for 4 resonances with projection K of angular momentum on fission

axis were adjusted in order to reproduce TKE fluctuations. The

difference between the K=l and the K=2 transition state for 4

resonances were found to be about ̂ ^0 keV.

The calculation of fragment energies relies on a phenomenological

scission point model /4/. The scission configuration is described

by two spheroidally deformed fragments. The deformation energy
E , .(A) is assumed to be quadratic in radius change withdef ,d
reference to a spherical nucleus with radius R:

E d e f d(A) = a(A) (D-R)
2 (10)

D is the major semi-axis of the fission fragment. The

deformability parameter a(A) is related to the stiffness parameter

C:

C = %- a(A) R2. (11)

The partition of deformation energy can be expressed in terms of

the deformability ratio of both fragments /4/

Edef,d(V ^ V " Edef,d(AH)

The deformability parameter a(A) is related to the mean shell

sh,
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correction energy 6E (A,E ) by the empirical relation



K(A)-5E
 h
(A,E*)
h

a(a) = a (A) — j-, (13)
L U n

 K ( A ) 5 E ( A E * )

where a,
n M
 is the liquid-drop model value of deformability. The

energy dependence of shell correction energy on excitation energy

is taken into account /6,7/.

Experimental data TKE~(A /A ) /I/ and iJ(A) /•?/ for thermal-neutron

indurced fission of uranium-235 were used to adjust the parameter

K(A) as well as to compensate uncecurity of the used approximation

in describing E. .. We obtained a mean value of (8.1 - 1.1) MeV
def

which agrees with the result of Kildir and Aras [(8.0 - 0.2) MeV ]

quite well /10/.

The average excitation energy of a fragment TXE(A) can be

calculated based on

where B is the neutron binding energy averaged over the neutron

cascade and the distribution in charge number Z, and e (A) is the

average neutron emission energy in the centre-of-mass system.

—E k

N . (A) stands for the number of y-rays of El/E2-transitions andY
* -s k

statistical γ-rays with an energy lower than 1.6 lieV. N j(A)
Y, d

includes statistical γ-rays with an energy above 1.6 MeV, the

so-called contraction ĵ -rays for the superlong fission path /8/

and j'-rays of the (n ,yf ) -process.

Pre-scission kinetic and dissipation energies were taken from

calculations of Grossmann et al. /ll/. We used the data of

Tscherbakov /12/ to describe the (n,yi)-process for uranium

resonances. The occupation probabilities of the fission-paths d

for 4 -resonances of uranium were taken from Hambsch et al. /!/.

3. Fluctuations of total fission characteristics

Starting point for the calculation of total fission

characteristics is the thermal-neutron induced fission of U-235.

Using the fitted data of K(A) we describe both TKE"(A
1
/A_) and 57(A)
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for thermal-neutron induced fission within the experimental errors

(figures 1 and 2).
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Fig. 1 Average kinetic energy for thermal-neutron induced
fission of U-235
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Fig. 2 Average number of neutrons for thermal-neutron induced
fission of U-235

The correlation between the number of neutrons and the number of
_ i<

statistical j'-rays with an energy above 1.6 MeV, N . ., is
5 L3 1 Q

described by

(14)
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Assuming an anticorrelation (a<0) we obtain the same mass

dependence for the number of j'-rays labelled by N as

Schmidt-Fabian /8/.

The calculated total γ-ray energy for thermal-neutron induced

fission of uranium-235 is

E = (4.48 - 0.15) MeV + (2.1 - 0.1) MeV. (15)

For comparison, we used the data of Frehaut /14/ and v = 2.4251

n

/13/ and obtained

E = (4.33 - 0.21) MeV + (2.35 - 0.20) MeV. (16)

The first term in the right-hand side of equation (16) stands for

El/E2-transitions and statistical j'-rays with an energy lower than

1.6 MeV. The second term represents the contribution of the γ-rays

labeled by N

In table 1, the calculated mean values of TKE, x> . N and

' n' Y

and

the experimental data are shown for the thermal-neutron induced

fission of uranium-235. The calculations reproduce experimental

data.

Table 1
235

Total fission characteristics for U(n..,f)

X

TKE

V

nN
Y

Y

CMeV]

[MeV]

calculation

170.60

2.418

6.66

6.51

± 0.01

± 0.015

±0.22

± 0.14

experiment

170.604 ± 0.005

2.4251 ± 0.0034

/I/

/13/

The results of the calculation of fission characteristics for some

4 resonances are shown in figures 3, 4, and 5. The calculation

were performed within the following approaches:

combined fission path/fission-channel representation

- equation (2) - CALCULATION I -

pure fission-path representation

- equation (4) - CALCULATION II -.
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It is indicated that the experimental data are better reproduced

if including channel effects. Assuming equal spin of both

fragments for each fission-path, an anticorrelation between v^ and

N is favoured. The anticorrelation between TKE and v is

r
 n

destroyed by the (n
%
yf)-process.
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Fig. 3 TKE as function of E for resonance fission of U

The fluctuation of relative neutron numbers is reproduced if

including the (n
t
yf )-process even. Its contribution is given by

(16)

X 4
(a . — total fission cross section of resonance X, a
n,f _ n

section of (n .γ-f ) -process for 4 resonances).

- cross

4. Summary

It has been shown that the calculational results of A-dependent

and total fission characteristics are in agreement with

experimental data. On the basis of the present model one may

conclude that there is an anti-correlation between t> and N
r
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Fig. 4

Fig. 5
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The calculations indicate that channel effects and the

(n, γ-f )-process should be taken into account to explain the

fluctuations of total fission characteristics. It is not excluded

that the (n, γ-f )-process, which runs via other transition states,

influences the total mass yield because of the lower excitation

energy at the second saddle.
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